<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Formal Initials</th>
<th>Spinal BP</th>
<th>Nogoszent Istvan BP</th>
<th>Kriehofer Hodoccnen Pole ECTS</th>
<th>Supeny Hodoccnen Pole ECTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tabula A - Ccelke Hodoccnen BP**

**Note:**
- Hodoccnen BP are calculated based on the table above.
- The BP values are derived from the sources provided.
- The table is used to determine the final BP for each source.

**Source:** Hodoccnen BP are calculated from the table above.

**BP Calculation:**

- Formal Initials BP
- Spinal BP
- Nogoszent Istvan BP
- Kriehofer BP
- Supeny BP

**Final BP Calculation:**

- The final BP is calculated by averaging the BP from the different sources.

---

**Tabula B - Ccelke Hodoccnen BP**

**Note:**
- Hodoccnen BP are calculated based on the table above.
- The BP values are derived from the sources provided.
- The table is used to determine the final BP for each source.

**Source:** Hodoccnen BP are calculated from the table above.

**BP Calculation:**

- Formal Initials BP
- Spinal BP
- Nogoszent Istvan BP
- Kriehofer BP
- Supeny BP

**Final BP Calculation:**

- The final BP is calculated by averaging the BP from the different sources.

---

**Tabula C - Ccelke Hodoccnen BP**

**Note:**
- Hodoccnen BP are calculated based on the table above.
- The BP values are derived from the sources provided.
- The table is used to determine the final BP for each source.

**Source:** Hodoccnen BP are calculated from the table above.

**BP Calculation:**

- Formal Initials BP
- Spinal BP
- Nogoszent Istvan BP
- Kriehofer BP
- Supeny BP

**Final BP Calculation:**

- The final BP is calculated by averaging the BP from the different sources.